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2000 50hp johnson oil injection bypass boat repair forum - hello all i just bought a 17ft logic with a 2000 50hp johnson
the motor is a 2 stroke injection my question is does anyone know how to bypass the oil injection and just run premixed fuel
i would like to remove the oil pump from the motor and also remove the oil reservoir my goal is to do so in a way the will
allow me to bypass the low oil alarm and remove everything from the motor in a, fuel pump rebuild repair help for
johnson evinrude outboards - fuel pump rebuild kit for johnson evinrude outboard a fuel pump rebuild kit is needed every
so often with outboard motors the inner rubber diaphragm can develop cracks or pin holes that effect proper fuel flow and
inner check valves and springs can break causing complete pump failure, motors for sale runner outboards 617 982
0040 - here is a video of an 87 50hp short shaft johnson on a 17 brockway skiff wood boat using a 12 5 x 15 prop rpms hit 6
000rpm top end at wot with 2 passengers, engine missing making popping sound page 1 iboats - re engine missing
making popping sound rpm around 1100 in the drive way on muffs should be around 900 in the water you need fresh fuel
clean carbs new champion plugs check coils with spark gap tester also replace any old dry rotten fuel lines, the best boat
forum for answers to hard qustions about boats - the best boat forum for marine electrics and marine electronics for
technical advice and answers share your experiences here, fuel mixture 1986 classic 50 mercury page 1 iboats - hi guys
i am trying to find the fuel mixture for my 50hp mercury the serial number i have 9456469 i believe it is 100 1 although i have
also been told 50 1, aluminum boat boats watercrafts for sale kijiji - in search of a 16 to 17 foot aluminum boat a boat
with a full windshield and steering a boat from 1985 to 1999 brands such as starcraft holiday series crestliner bluefin
spectrum blue fin and mackenzie cherokee series and others would be considered
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